Dedo Weigert Film GmbH

Dedo Weigert Film GmbH is an internationally renowned and award-winning maker of lighting equipment for film, TV and still photography. Dedo Weigert Film GmbH was founded in 1965 as a film production and camera rental company by Director of Photography Dedo Weigert of Munich, Germany. Today, it is known as the maker and distributor of the much renowned DEDOLIGHT® lighting systems for film, television and still photography.

The first DEDOLIGHT was built in 1984 with the original concept evolving out of Dedo Weigert’s experience as a Director of Photography since 1963. The first DEDOLIGHT product, although initially built in only one version and size, soon became the single best selling lighting instrument for professional motion picture, television, still photography, and architectural uses worldwide.

By 1990, DEDOLIGHT and its revolutionary optical principle of the dual lens concept had so successfully established itself as a well known standard in the international film community that it earned the Technical Achievement Award from the Oscar Committee of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. In just a few years, DEDOLIGHT had established itself as a significant creative contributor to a long list of motion pictures by top Hollywood professionals.

Today, DEDOLIGHT continues to build upon its long list of credits in film, television and still photography and continues to build upon its extensive range of luminaires and system accessories. The unique control capabilities of DEDOLIGHT, along with its low projected heat and minimal current draw, also make DEDOLIGHT the ideal choice to light the world’s finest galleries, museums, and architectural sites.

Dedotec GmbH is Dedo Weigert Film GmbH’s sister company. Based in Munich, it is known for its technical know-how. Dedotec is responsible for technical development, for prototypes, production and service for many of the DEDOLIGHT precision lighting instruments and other optical, electronic and optoelectronic devices.

Registered Trademarks of Dedo Weigert Film GmbH

Quite beyond DEDOLIGHT, Dedo Weigert Film GmbH is the owner of a number of trademarks for lighting products, most of which enjoy protection in a large number of countries worldwide, including – but not limited to – the European Union, the United States, Japan, South Korea, China, Russia, Australia, Turkey and many more. Among the trademarks protected for Dedo Weigert Film GmbH or for other companies belonging to the DEDOLIGHT group of companies are the following (hereafter also referred to as the DEDOLIGHT trademarks):

- DEDO WEIGERT FILM
- PANAPURA
- DEDOCOLOR
- LEDZILLA
- DEDOFLEX
- FILLINI
- DEDOLIGHT
- FELLONI
DEDOTEC
LEDRAJA
aspherics²
LEDRAPTOR
TECPRO

Dedo Weigert Film GmbH and Dedotec GmbH take great care in protecting their intellectual property rights. Its trademarks have acquired considerable reputation and goodwill in the film, TV and photo industry. Dedo Weigert Film GmbH and Dedotec GmbH therefore take a strong stance on counterfeit products throughout the world.

**WARNING to sellers of counterfeit DEDOLIGHT products**

Dedo Weigert Film GmbH constantly monitors sales of counterfeit DEDOLIGHT merchandise on eBay and conducts test purchases of suspected counterfeit DEDOLIGHT products.

In the case of repeated offers of counterfeit merchandise, Dedo Weigert Film GmbH will request the disclosure of the real identity and location of sellers of counterfeit products. If and where appropriate, Dedo Weigert Film will take legal action against the further putting on the market of counterfeit products, including – but not limited to – civil, administrative, customs and criminal actions.

Dedo Weigert Film GmbH will keep monitoring online activities of sellers of counterfeit DEDOLIGHT products even after the counterfeit listings have been removed by eBay.

The following behavior is considered as infringement of Dedo Weigert Film GmbH’s and Dedotec GmbH’s intellectual property rights:

1. The display of genuine DEDOLIGHT products to offer counterfeit merchandise;
2. The display of counterfeit merchandise bearing the DEDOLIGHT trademark or any other of the a.m. trademarks;
3. Use of DEDOLIGHT or any of the a.m. trademarks in the listing’s title or in the product description, if the product on offer is not a genuine DEDOLIGHT product;
4. Product descriptions such as “Perfect Clone of” or “identically constructed” or “identical in construction” or “replica of” in connection with any of the a.m. trademarks;

Listings using DEDOLIGHT trademarks as described above will be reported to eBay for take down. Dedo Weigert Film GmbH and Dedotec GmbH reserve the right to take civil, administrative or criminal action or to report the seller’s identity to the customs authorities.

WE strongly recommend that you do not procure your DEDOLIGHT merchandise for eBay sale from unreliable sources and that you always check that the Dedo Weigert Film GmbH merchandise that you do purchase is genuine. If in doubt, contact us at contact@dedotec.de.